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people..............page 12

the question every business is currently trying to answer is:  
how can a company become truly sustainable?

each year ardo invests in its factories to improve efficiency 
to minimise energy and water use and to reduce its Carbon 
Footprint. Whilst this is all good news, we know that these 
activities alone will not deliver sustainability in the true sense 
of the word. 

At Ardo, we believe that in order to become truly 
sustainable we must work with partners who have 
the same goals and ambitions.

as with any company, ardo relies on a number of key people 
and services for the smooth functioning of our business.  
these key people can range from colleagues working in 
the ardo group to farmers growing the vegetables for our 
factories, to transport companies delivering our frozen 
products to our customers, and many others in between.

In order to become truly sustainable, we believe that we 
must consider efficiency, environmental management and 
responsible working practices at every step of our supply 
chain. We must work with all our stakeholders to ensure that 
they are willing and able to access the potential synergies 
that exist and that they have the desire to work towards the 
same goals as ardo.

Stakeholders considered in our review process include our:
- employees
- farmers and producer organisations
- suppliers of ingredients, packaging, 
 machinery, transport, ...
- financial institutions, banks, ...
- governments and other decision makers
- neighbours
- customers

our objective is to build on our existing strong relationships 
and to develop partnerships with like-minded stakeholders 
who share ardo’s appreciation for mutual respect and have 
the capacity to understand and commit to what is required 
to make a partnership work.

 Sustainability is about finding long-term solutions and   
 establishing mutually beneficial partnerships with our 
 farmers, our customers, our suppliers and of course, 
 our own employees.  

MAnAging And MeAsuring our Progress

In 2009 we established a Corporate sustainability 
Committee which meets each month to discuss ongoing 
topics, to establish Group policy, to set goals and to review 
and communicate our achievements. this committee also 
prepares the annual Corporate Responsibility Report. 

In December 2011 we appointed a project engineer for 
sustainable Agriculture. this newly created Group position 
is charged with the task of:
- Understanding and challenging our growers’ 
 current practices
- Identifying the optimal approach for the sustainable   
 production of vegetable crops
- Implementing techniques that ensure ardo’s crops are   
 sustainably grown for years to come

also in 2011, each ardo site was asked to establish a 
sustainability Working group to challenge their site’s 
green credentials and to develop and report on new 
approaches that deliver more for less with a lower impact on 
the environment. the ideas coming from the sites - involving 
people, planet and product - are communicated across the 
Group, enabling other sites to benefit. Some of these ideas 
are highlighted in this report!

ardo Management Committee

Jan Haspeslagh Bernard HaspeslaghGeert Defour Claude Villain Roger Maes



    

Wetlands-reservoir at Hollogne-sur-Geer, Wallonia, Belgium, purchased by Ardo Geer

planet

- evolution of 
 natural resources

- in our fields

- in our factories

“ Preserving the environment, whilst becoming   
 more efficient at what we do, is our company   
 ethos.”
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evolution of 
natural resources

eleCtRICIty :  - 1.3%

FUel : + 5,8%

WateR : - 6,2%

eleCtRICIty :  - 4.3%

the rise in fuel use in 2011 can be 
explained by an increased volume of 
value-added products in 2011, requiring 
additional energy to process. also in 2011, 
a number of new production and packing 
lines were commissioned, where the 
start-up phase invariably involves lines 
operating below their optimal capacity 
and optimal efficiency. 

Percentage reduction from 2008 to 2011 

 results from 2011 versus 2010

planet

ardo’s continuous focus on the use of 
natural resources is delivering positive 
results.

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report

FUel : - 10%

WateR : - 7.6%



Helping birds and saving a 
valuable resource....

In 2011, Ardo purchased a redundant wetlands-reservoir at 
Hollogne-sur-Geer, Wallonia, Belgium. The site, covering 40 hectares, 
is one of the most important ornithological sites in Wallonia and is 
visited by over 200 species of birds, was in danger of drying out. 
After securing the contract on the wetland area, Ardo acted quickly 
to replenish the water levels by pumping in purified water that had 
previously been used during production or cleaning activities at its site 
at Geer. During the crop growing season, a percentage of this water 
will be made available to local farmers to irrigate their vegetable 
crops via a connection to an irrigation network covering 800 hectares.

Our factory at Geer has invited two other parties - Apligeer (its 
farmers’ Producer Organisation) and Natagora1- to join them in 
establishing a tri-party non-profit organisation that will request a 
change of land use for this area, from agricultural land to Nature 
Reserve, and then to collectively manage the area. 

This is a great example of how joined-up sustainable thinking can 
benefit all parties. The birds are happy with the replenished wetlands, 
the factory is happy as its water is being put to good use, the farmers 
are happy with a local source of irrigation water, the environment 
benefits with less irrigation water being pumped from subterranean  
aquifers, and nature lovers will have a new sanctuary where they can 
appreciate the flora and fauna.

As with any project, the financing of such a venture must also be 
considered, and whilst Ardo always sets out to do the right thing, 
remaining profitable is fundamental to our sustainability. In this project, 
our Geer site will benefit from a reduction in its taxes for discharging 
purified water into the river network.

A study for a similar reservoir is underway at our other 
Belgian site, Ardooie.

in our fields

1 Natagora is a Belgian non-profit organisation whose aims are: 
’To protect nature, especially in Wallonia and Brussels; with the key objective 
of stopping degradation and restoring a good general state of nature, 
in balance with human activities’.

Sowing machines using 15% less seedWetlands-reservoir at Hollogne-sur-Geer, Wallonia, Belgium

more for less

During the last seven years, the eight ardo sites producing frozen 
garden peas have achieved a 15% reduction in the amount of seed 
used to sow our pea crops (this is enough seed to sow an extra 
2000 hectares of peas), whilst at the same time we have achieved an 
average yield increase of more than 1%/hectare/annum.

Seed rate is just one element of ardo’s ‘holistic approach’ to 
becoming a more efficient and more sustainable producer of peas. 
our other initiatives include the reduction of fertiliser and plant 
protection products and an accelerated introduction of precision 
farming techniques such as Global positioning Systems (GpS) 
to assist sowing, spraying and harvesting operations.
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Cover Crops proteCt and enhanCe 
our soils

In 2011 our site in Brittany, Ardo Gourin, planted cover crops such 
as mustard, rapeseed, Phacelia and oats on 100% of its vegetable 
growing area not in crop production from September to February 
(when soils are at their most vulnerable). 
These cover crops help to:
1. Protect against soil erosion: their green canopy disperses   
 the rain and their root structure helps to bind the soil and  
 prevent it from being washed away
2. Avoid the leaching of nutrients down through the soil layers:   
 the cover crops take up these mobile nutrients during their   
 growth
3. Break-up and aerate the soil, via their vigorous roots,    
 improving its structure and preventing capping 
4. Provide a green manure that can be incorporated into 
 the soil after the winter period

5. Capture carbon from the environment and store 
 (sequester) it in organic matter in the soil 
6. Fix nitrogen in the soil: The leguminous (nitrogen fixing)   
 cover crops take nitrogen from the air and store it in their   
 roots in the soil, thereby reducing the amount of artificial   
 fertiliser required by the following crop. 

This is another example of where the investment cost can 
be recovered by choosing the sustainable option!

Light fieLd transport

Our new containers for transporting harvested 
vegetables to the factory are lighter, easier to clean 
and reduce damage from product handling. They 
have been introduced in 4 sites in Belgium, France 
and the Netherlands. The containers display 
Ardo’s green sustainability logo, communicating 
our integrated sustainable approach.

Pheromone traps

Cover crops such as mustard

planet

measure first and take action only 
when required

at our site in Gross enzersdorf, austria, our agronomists place 
pheromone traps in every pea field in order to monitor the pea-moth 
activity. pea moths lay eggs that hatch into caterpillars that eat or 
damage the peas. treatment of the crop only takes place when a 
predetermined threshold is reached or exceeded. this way of working, 
which is an essential part of ‘Integrated Crop Management’, 
ensures that we avoid the unnecessary use of pesticides, 
yet our crops remain free from insects.

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



in our factories

Using vegetable waste to generate 
green energy

Our two largest sites in Ardooie and Geer, Belgium, have recently 
completed the construction of biomethanisation plants that can 
turn vegetable waste (peelings from carrots and onions and the stems 
from green beans, etc) into biogas. This biogas is used to power 
generators that transform the gas into green energy. 

The green energy obtained in this manner is used in two ways 
on the Ardo sites:

-  the heat from the exhaust gas of the biogas engine is used to   
 generate green steam, which is used to blanch the vegetables  
 before freezing
-  the green electricity is used to freeze and store the frozen   
 vegetables

The construction of these two biomethanisation plants required a 
substantial investment (several million Euros). However with each 
year of operation, the green energy will work to recover the capital 
investment, and after seven or eight years Ardo will benefit from 
producing green electricity for a lower cost than it can be purchased 
from the national suppliers.

These projects are an example of how Ardo, a family owned company, 
is committed to building sustainability into the fabric of the business. 
Ardo is prepared to invest in projects with long-term paybacks, 
provided that the projects are good for People, Planet and Product, 
and providing that they are financially viable and support the 
long-term profitability of the company.

  

This ingenious process closes the loop of an organic 
cycle. 
On one hand, vegetable and other plant by-products are 
converted into green energy used in the production of 
frozen vegetables, and on the other hand the 
biomethanisation by-products are converted into organic 
fertilisers used to grow vegetables for the following season.

nothing is wasted - recycling and 
reusing vegetable waste to fertilise 
our fields  

ardo Violaines, France, will spread the digestate (the solids left over 
from the biomethaniastion process) from neighbouring ardo ardooie’s 
Biomethanisation plant on to its vegetable fields to reduce the need for 
artificial fertiliser for the next crop. every 20 tonnes of digestate spread 
on a hectare of farm land will deliver 132 units of nitrogen, 140 units of 
phosphate and 90 units of potassium.
 

Aerial view of the biomethanisation plant in Ardooie, Belgium

Container to transport the digestate to the fields
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Environmental benefits

-  Generation of green electricity: between 16 and 25% 
 of each of the two sites electricity requirement is now
 delivered from this sustainable source, relating to
 approximately 10% of the Group’s electricity needs.  

-  Generation of green heat: enough to supply a blancher
 with steam.

-  Replacement of artificial fertilisers by organic fertilisers.

new Packing lines 
reduce Packaging material 

Investments in 2011 across 4 sites, (in Belgium, France and 
portugal) have enabled us to change from delivering our products 
to our food industry and food service customers in double 
packaging (plastic liner inside a cardboard box) to single packaging 
(large 10 to 25Kg plastic bags). all four of these packing lines are 
equipped with the latest state-of-the-art optical sorters. this ensures 
that any blemished product is removed and only the correct quality 
is packed for the customer.

prior to mixing or packing, we commonly use enormous cardboard 
boxes (octobins) holding up to one tonne of frozen fruit or vegetables, 
contained within a food-grade plastic liner, to store our products. 
Working together with our suppliers to achieve a more sustainable 
solution, all new octobins will contain 60% recycled paper. 

Aerial view of the biomethanisation plant in Geer, Belgium

Overall view of the biomethanisation plant in Ardooie, Belgium

planet

Food Industry and Food Service products delivered in large blue bags 

Cardboard octobins will contain 
60% recycled paper.

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



in our factories

Onion frying line

recycle and reuse - 
a clean-burn frying line 
that heats itself

at our site in Violaines, France, the installation of a vegetable frying 
line has recently been completed, designed for efficient operation and 
cleaning. Instead of releasing the oily fumes from the fryer to the air 
outside, we capture and burn them to generate process heat that is 
then used to heat the fryer itself. 
If there is any residual heat left over, this heats the water that is used 
for cleaning the line. We worked with our external cleaning partner 
throughout the project design phase. all residual frying oil is collected 
and recycled for biofuel.

award for 
environmental commitment

ardo UK was recently recognised at the Kent 
excellence in Business awards by winning the 
‘Business Commitment to the environment’ category. 
Sincere congratulations must be extended to every 
single member of staff. the judges were most 
impressed by the breadth to which sustainability 
was the focus of the UK business. It was this 
company-wide commitment that gave us the edge 
and led the judges to say ardo UK had “set a 
benchmark for other manufacturers” and had “made 
the environment a key element of its strategy”. 

the environment category is not just about ecological 
improvements. Sustainability is about ensuring that a 
company is efficient, profitable and ethical. It’s about 
ensuring we all have a bright future and with awards 
like this, we can take extra confidence that we are 
constantly striving to do the right thing.
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A peregrine that will hopefully find its nest on top of  Ardo’s building in Ardooie, Belgium

planet

transPort: closer links with our 
haulage firms = fewer road miles, 
oPtimal load sPace and short-sea 
transPort 

In Germany and the UK, we have created service agreements that 
provide greater security for both the transport company and ardo, 
allowing both sides to increase their efficiencies and to plan and invest 
for the future.
our logistics teams throughout the Group work continuously to 
optimise pallet stacking and the effective load space on each vehicle. 
Wherever possible we use sea or a combination of sea and rail 
transport to move our frozen goods to market – thereby maximizing 
efficiency and minimising the use of fossil fuels.

a bird on toP of the world

at 35m high, ardo’s european Distribution Centre at ardooie, Belgium, 
is the tallest structure in the ardo group and is the ideal height for 
nesting peregrine falcons, whose population in West Flanders has 
been increasing in recent years, thanks in part to the placement of 
nesting boxes on tall buildings. 
We support the initiative to increase the peregrine population, partly 
because it’s the right thing to do and costs very little, and partly 
because peregrines are predators of the pigeons that damage our 
crops and we would like to help restore the ecological balance that 
currently favours the pigeons. We recently mounted a nesting box on 
the roof of the Distribution Centre and before long we hope to have 
peregrines looking down on us here too! 

sustainable PartnershiPs with local 
and national government

our site in Zundert, the netherlands, has signed a 20 year Dutch 
industry commitment to reduce energy use (VIGeF). this contract 
is recognised and supported by the Dutch national government. In 
Belgium, our site at ardooie has participated in an environmental 
scheme (West Vlaams Milieucharter) for the last eight years. the 
scheme, which is supported by regional government, aims to reduce 
the impact of production operations on the environment, to increase 
biodiversity and to ensure the best possible working environment 
for employees. 
Both sites have surpassed their own expectations and the established 
milestones. ardooie, in particular, is now being presented as a ‘model 
for sustainable production’ by the regional authorities.

In Saint-Sever, France, we invited the Chamber of Commerce to 
conduct energy audits and provide recommendations for reducing 
energy use.

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



    

people

- emPathy and resPect

- our emPloyees: 
 dedicated Partners 
 who ‘walk the talk’  

“ We consider our employees to be our
 partners in growth. Both sides should benefit  
 and feel comfortable working together.”

Ardo employees being informed about the operation of Ardo’s new biomethanisation plant.
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Empathy, or the capacity to be aware of the emotions that another 
person experiences, is something that Ardo considers crucial for 
successful interaction at work. 

To maintain good relationships with others, you need to be able to 
listen to the other person and you need to try to understand things 
from their perspective. 

In most cases, by listening to the other person, and by trying to put 
yourself in their shoes, it becomes easier to come up with solutions 
that are acceptable to both parties. 

Our EmplOyEEs: 
DEDicatED partnErs whO ‘walk thE talk’  

The righT person in 
The righT spoT!

Ardo’s recruitment policy is geared to getting the right person into the 
right spot. Our policy prohibits any form of discrimination and ensures 
that we meet the requirements of social standards.

At our site in Geer, Belgium, new colleagues are 
evaluated and receive considerable information and 
training before a decision is taken to hire them. The 
induction process forms part of the HR strategy on 
competency management, thus creating a perfect 
match between what the candidate is looking for 
and what we expect from them.

Providing the oPtimal working 
environment

Our aim is to be green, safe and healthy, and to provide a stimulating 
workplace where our employees can develop and can be recognised 
for their contribution.  

Our Group Code of Conduct sets the tone, avoiding a division 
between management and employees - there are no reserved parking 
spaces for managers at Ardo - and we require all communication 
(internal and external) to be cordial and polite!

Ardo’s Human Resources departments support both the employees’ 
and the employers’ interests and ensure that both parties’ rights 
are upheld to the highest standards. Our Group Human Resource 
Director oversees activities and ensures that a policy of respect and 
non-discrimination is enforced that goes far beyond the minimum 
requirements of social standards.
   

At Ardo Saint-Sever, France, which is a seasonal 
facility with peak production in the summer months, a 
considerable effort is made to ensure that season-after-
season, we are able to retain the same people who 
know the process thoroughly and can really contribute 
to each vegetable campaign.

empathy and respect - 
starting off with the right mindset

Listening is more important than talking...

Try to understand the other 
person’s problems and concerns...

Take the time to analyse the impact of your words 
and your decisions on others... 

people

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



Welcome to the first Pea Vine of 2012.  Last year was a busy one for Ardo. 
From new partnerships to existing customers there has been plenty to 
report - and that’s sure to continue this year.

There had been a big emphasis on East Anglian peas last year, and that is set to 
continue.  With advertising, PR and Social Media supporting and promoting Ardo’s 
efforts again throughout 2012 - keep your eyes on The Pea Vine and Intranet for all 
the latest news and features.

However, it’s not all just going to be about peas - with last year’s successes in the 
cold store with the Freiberger pizza and Conditorei Coppenrath and Wiese frozen 
confectionary/desserts range utilising our factilities - there’s certain to be more 
news to come from that side of the business.

A brand new UK Coporate Social Responsibility last year refreshed Ardo’s design and 
also gave a region-specific take on the company’s environmental commitment and 
individual efforts that are ensuring that Ardo is improving each year.  Further 
details of the 2012 edition can be found inside.

As usual, over the past twelve months there’s been some fantastic 
charity work from UK staff - from triathlons to raffles and more.  
There’s some excellent effort going on in 2012, such as the 
forthcoming Women V Cancer 350km India Bike Ride 
and you can be sure to learn about it all over the 
coming months.

That is not to mention the marketing, 
health & safety, factory, engineering, 
technical, cold storage, customer service, 
IT and accounts updates that keeps The 
Pea Vine current and a worthwhile 
publication for UK staff. Keep your 
contributions coming and join us to 
learn about all the great things that 
we’ll be reporting on throughout 2012.

The Pea Vine

Dates for the Diary

HR News

Olympian Effort Sure
to Beat Last Year

PDRs
Thanks to everyone who has now returned their 
annual reviews to Morag.  As well as helping us 
all focus on our key tasks for the year ahead the 
data helps us identify the areas that we need to 
focus on for training.   

Staff Survey 
Thank you to everyone who completed the staff 
survey. We are currentlty analysing the data and 
feedback will be available shortly. 

Recruitment 
We are currently looking for two Key Account 
Managers for the Sales Team and an Innovations 
Manager for Marketing. If you would like details 
of either of these positions either for yourself or 
a friend please get in touch with Morag.

Goodbye
Unfortunatley we have had to say goodbye to 
Clive Bygrave from the Sales team and Derek 
Henry from the factory. We wish them every 
success for the future. 

Training 
Since the beginning of the year a number of 
managers have attended modules from the Ardo 
Academy including “Being More Organised” and 
“Project Management”.

A number of people, mainly Engineers have also 
had refresher training on “Working at Heights”.

Congratulations to Stuart Hiscott who has  
successfully completed his CIM Professional 
Diploma in Marketing.

 

Thurs 15th March
Management Meeting 

Tues 20th March
Health and Safety Committee

Volume 8.1 - March 2012

“Sow prevention; harvest safety”, 
the title of our handy Health & Safety Manual 

in Geer (BE) which embodies what we are 
aiming for within the group.

Safe & HealtHy

We are responsible for ensuring that our employees, our 
agency workers, our contractors and our visitors are safe, and 
feel safe, when coming to work or when visiting ardo sites. 

In 2011, we took extra measures to safeguard our employees, and 
this is reflected in our accident frequency figures, where we have 
noted a decrease of 11%, compared to 2010. 

In alpiarça, Portugal, we identified slipping as the cause of a number 
of accidents, so we invested in an anti-slip floor and made changes to 
protective clothing.

In Badajoz, Spain, any situations that are considered dangerous are 
photographed and are shown to the employees on a screen that also 
shows any accidents that have occurred to date. Both initiatives have 
helped to raise employee awareness for safe working practices. 

At Violaines, France, a study is being conducted into reducing 
Repetitive Strain Injury for employees doing repetitive manual tasks. 
We hope the findings may inspire our other sites to copy best 
practices in this area.

Our low absenteeism rate rose slightly last year, however it is still at a 
very healthy rate and our low employee turnover (churn-rate) in 2011 
provides a good indication of the well-being of our organisation and 
of our employees.  

At Zundert, The Netherlands, we have a programme in place to 
follow-up long-term and frequently absent employees. This can lead 
to adaptations in the workplace, such as a change of function or 
other ways to reduce absenteeism. 

CommuniCation = SHaring information

Sharing information comes naturally at Ardo and our open-door  
policy means that everyone should feel comfortable talking to 
management.

Employees are encouraged to visit other Ardo sites and are kept 
up-to-date through local newsletters such as ‘The Pea Vine’ in the 
UK or ‘News on Frigodan’ on the Danish intranet, and through 
our Group magazine ‘Connect’.

Our Corporate Responsibility Report is available to all employees to 
help raise awareness and to encourage ideas in the different sections 
of Planet, People and Product. In our site in Saint Séver, France, 
we have gone one step further and the entire staff is being trained 
in energy savings.

The employee’s sports club at Ardo Denmark put together an 
international running team of Ardo colleagues from across the Group 
to take part in the Berlin half-marathon. The Ardo team performed 
well, demonstrating our willingness to work together, to communicate 
and to compete together.

Providing the oPtimal working environment
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eMPloyee develoPMent And reCognition

this year we started up a group-wide ardo Introductory training 
programme for all new employees: the Ardo Academy. We believe 
that all our staff should receive training in the basics of our business, 
and we have developed seven modules (HR, Safety & Hygiene, 
Corporate Responsibility, Field, Factory, Quality Management, Sales & 
Marketing & new product Development) to provide an optimal learning 
platform.

the modules are part theory and part practice, with on-farm or
in-factory explanation and training.  

In gourin, France, employees who successfully complete our 
professionally-run training courses are awarded with a certificate that 
is recognised nationally throughout the industry. the certificated 
training program creates a dynamic within each department and 
generates an eagerness to learn more. this investment in people 
also builds employee loyalty. 

personnel development is the focus for Ashford, UK, where an 
extensive training program for employees and management includes 
management skills, national qualifications and Health & Safety training, 
as well as initiatives to increase everyone’s product knowledge.

A testimonial from Dirk Quataert 
Production Team Leader in Ardooie, Belgium

When I started working for the Ardo group a whole new 
world immediately opened up for me, all about processing 
and freezing fresh vegetables. Although I had a good, 
thorough training in my role as team leader in production 
during the first two months, I still had a lot of questions. 
“How are these vegetables grown?”, for instance, or 
“what is the relationship between Ardo and the farmers?” 

Suddenly I heard that every new employee was invited to 
attend the Ardo Academy. And what an academy! 

I was pleasantly surprised that everyone really was invited, 
from graduates to operators. All of my questions were 
answered in full there. What sticks in my memory most 
is visiting the farmer in his field. That gave me a totally 
different picture of frozen vegetables. The use of modern 
working methods, techniques and equipment made a 
positive impression to start with. Then in the afternoon, in 
the ‘Production’ part, I came across other things that I’d not 
seen before during my training. 

In short, I count myself lucky to have been able to take part 
in this first Ardo Academy Day with all my new colleagues.

people

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



    

pRoDUCt

“ Sustainable & healthy products, 
 available to everyone.” 
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healthy Product research & 
develoPment

When developing value-added items, ardo product researchers 
always take into account the latest developments in sustainable 
ingredients and processes to ensure clean-label declarations and 
products that are free from GMo ingredients.

ardo is involved in a variety of different research projects to ensure 
that the vitamin content, the texture and the colour of vegetables 
are preserved to a maximum during the production and freezing 
process.  

Regular internal and external taste-panels are used to benchmark 
the ardo references on different organoleptical aspects.  a critical 
analysis allows us to adapt a product to certain criteria in order to 
meet the requirements of the market. 

adaPted grilling & frying Process

thanks to a thorough revision of the grilling and frying process of 
ardo’s mediterranean vegetables, we have managed to decrease 
the consumption of sunflower oil to a level that guarantees the 
optimal balance of taste and texture, without losing the visual 
appearance from grilling and frying.

along with the revision of the production process, we also carried 
out a study on ‘sustainable oil’. Wherever possible, ardo sites that 
use oil in their production have changed or will change from palm 
oil to sunflower oil, certified palmoil or rapeseed oil. 
Wherever the production process permits, we will strive to use 
100% sustainable oil. 

euroPean sugar snaP Peas

after intensive agronomy research and field trials, we have 
succeeded in growing, harvesting and freezing sugar snap peas 
in europe. thanks to this sustainable development, ardo can 
provide a fully traceable product that meets the highest quality 
requirements. the taste is sweet and succulent and the pods 
are free of strings. Moreover, when produced from ardo, the 
food-miles for this product have been dramatically reduced, 
as it is now grown and frozen in europe, and no longer 
imported from overseas.

environmental information 

at the request of our French retail customers, we provide 
reliable environmental information to enable them to conform 
to the French ‘Grenelle’ law on the environment. Greenhouse 
gases are calculated according to a standard method and 
communicated to the consumers (on the packaging, internet 
site, …).

pRoDUCt

Ardo Corporate Responsibility Report



nutritional information on Packaging

ardo aims to keep end-users as fully and clearly informed as 
possible. We display GDas (Guideline Daily amounts) on many 
of our packs, to illustrate how certain foods compare to the GDa. 
this is very easy for ardo to do, as all of our products are healthy 
and their convenience helps the end-user to maintain a healthy, 
balanced diet.

ardo’s packaging and ardo’s website product information centre 
are continuously adapted to the changing eU regulations on the 
declaration of nutritional information and allergens.  a consumer 
or chef can use the ardo website to help them decide which 
frozen vegetable, vegetable preparation or fruit are best suited to 
a specific diet.

oPtical sorting

In recent months and years, ardo has made major investments at 
all production units into state-of-the-art optical sorting machines 
which can remove the smallest defect and can enhance the quality 
of our finished products.  

sustainable Products from 
sustainable suPPliers

We recognise the importance of stability in our own  
customer base, and we also recognise the value of long-term 
working relationships with our suppliers. 

In 2011 we started to re-evaluate the things that we consider 
to be important from our suppliers, and we have become more 
selective in the partners that we choose to work with. From now 
on, in addition to measuring a supplier’s ability to provide the right 
product, produced in an acceptable factory at an agreeable price, 
we also measure our suppliers based on the following:

- Financial stability
- Succession & Investment plans
- approach to sustainability & the environment
- treatment of employees
- Relationships with growers and raw material suppliers
- Raw material sourcing (contract grown or spot purchase)
- Interest in working with ardo and to adapt to our    
 requirements

Since 2011, we have been actively developing supplier 
partnerships, a process that inevitably reduces the number of 
suppliers that we work with, but which in turn increases the 
motivation and potential benefits for both parties.

increase digital communication 

an increasing part of ardo’s internal and external communication 
(newsletters, intercompany memos, …)  is done digitally, resulting 
in a reduction in paper use.  
However, some communication still needs a hard copy, in which 
case we always print on FSC-paper2, as is the case for this 
Corporate Responsibility Report.

pRoDUCt

2  FSC - The Forest Stewardship Council is an international not for-profit, 
 multi-stakeholder organisation established in 1993 to promote 
 responsible management of the world’s forests.

Optical sorting
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SUStaInaBIlIty & aRDo, 
a WIn-WIn CoMBInatIon

We should not underestimate what can be achieved by 
socially responsible thinking. We have been surprised in 
recent years by the inspirational ideas that have come from 
within our business, and we have high expectations on 
where sustainable thinking can lead us. 

We approach sustainable thinking as one big inter-country 
team: a team that sees the whole picture and works 
together to develop a collective objective.

Our efficiency and our results will be all the greater if we 
move together in the same direction as one unified team! 

Our green ambition and our green actions are good for 
People, Planet & Product and make good economic 
sense. It’s a win-win combination, ensuring a sustainable 
long-term future for our business. 
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We preserve nature's precious gifts


